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Allen was furious!

He did not expect that Philip had actually prepared so many people without him knowing!

What was he trying to do?

Was he about to make a move against the branch family and the Law Enforcement Hall?

Was he disobeying the family rules?

Philip’s face was frosty at this moment. He squeezed Wynn’s small hand before stepping forward and
laughing in a cold voice. “Consequences? There are no consequences in my eyes! Since you’re using the
Clarke family’s rules to oppress me, I’ll also use them to suppress you!”

The smile at the corners of Philip’s mouth slowly spread as the anger in his eyes turned into a raging fire!

He stood there with raging killing intent surging all over his body. Chills were reflected in his eyes, making
people tremble with fear!

Suddenly!

“Today, in my capacity as the heir of the main Clarke family, I formally issue a family order to Allen Clarke!
Allen Clarke of the branch family disregarded the authority of the main family, did an act of insubordination,
and attempted to subvert the foundation of the main family—all with the intention of crossing the line and
committing treason! Now, Allen Clarke is deprived of all assets and positions in the branch family. He’s
officially expelled from the branch family, and his lineage will forever be prohibited from holding any
position in the core enterprises of the Clarke family!”

Philip said angrily in a cold voice. At the same time, he raised his right hand with a jade thumb ring on it
and shouted, “At the sight of the Sovereignty Seal, how dare you not kneel and worship?!”

A stern command!

Everyone trembled!

Especially Allen, whose eyes were full of panic and fear at this moment!

His eyes were fixed on the jade thumb ring on Philip’s hand that looked translucent and ancient!

The Sovereignty Seal!

Damn it!

It was actually the Sovereignty Seal!



Roger Clarke actually gave this thing to Philip Clarke!

Allen panicked and sweated profusely.

“Greetings to the young master!”

Before Allen could react, those guards he brought from the branch family had all knelt down on one knee at
this moment!

All of them had their heads lowered with serious expressions on their faces!

At the sight of the Sovereignty Seal, who dared not obey?

Regardless of the main or branch family, seeing the Sovereignty Seal was the same as seeing Roger Clarke
himself!

“Allen Clarke, why aren’t you on your knees?”

Suddenly, Philip’s eyes were full of chills as he stared at the trembling Allen, rebuking him!

Thud!

Allen could not withstand the pressure at all. He knelt on the ground and shouted, “Allen Clarke of the
branch family pays respects to the young master.”

He very reluctantly obliged!

Allen was incredibly resentful at this moment!

However, there was nothing he could do about it!

Dare he say no to the Sovereignty Seal?

That would be insubordination, a violation of the family’s rules!

Unless he did not want his head to stay on his shoulders anymore!

Then, Philip turned his head and stared at Levi who was already dumbfounded. Before he could speak, Levi
had already gritted his teeth and slowly knelt down!

In an instant, everyone in the hall had fallen to their knees!

Pitter-patter.

Philip walked toward Allen, and every sound of his footstep was like a heavy hammer on Allen’s heart!

“Allen Clarke, do you have any complaints about the punishment I just gave you?”

Philip asked in a cold voice, standing with his hands behind him and looking down at Allen who was
kneeling on the ground.

This old man in his 50s or 60s was trembling all over. The cold sweat on his forehead dripped profusely!

It was too horrifying!



He could feel the tremendous chill and murderous aura from Philip!

“Raise your head!” Philip shouted.

Allen raised his head with trepidation and looked at Philip.

“Any complaints?” Philip asked again.

What could Allen do? He had no choice but to make the last struggle and said, “Philip, I’m an elder of the
Law Enforcement Hall, after all. I’m also the uncle of the current chieftain. Do you think you can expel me
from the branch family with just a few simple words? Wishful thinking!”

Bam!

Philip kicked Allen on the shoulder and said coldly, “I already know that an old man like you will be
reluctant to accept this. So what if you have a relationship with the chieftain? If I want to do anything to you,
do I still need consent from the branch family?”
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